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Chapter 10.
Human Language Technologies

Figure 10.1: Illuminated manuscript (from Leige).Here, we onsider a variety of language proessing appliations. This inludes text and speeh proessingand it looks at several spei� appliations suh as text proessing for searh and question answering.Some ways of struturing multimedia may also be onsidered as language-like; these are examined inthe next hapter.
10.1. TextText is an extremely exible mehanism for transmitting knowledge. It is a �xed visual form thatan appear in an almost in�nite variety of loations, from books and magazines to road signs andT-shirts. Text, as a means of ommuniation, is woven together muh like a fabri is woven, withmultiple individual threads joined tightly together to form a uni�ed �nal whole; in fat, the word\text" is derived from the same root as the word \textile". Text is the visual form of a representationallanguage. In addition to the shape of the text itself, the visual fators of how text is presented anindiate struture and onvey meaning. Text is a ommon, �xed, relatively permanent and easilyproessed. While European-based languages use alphabets, other languages use syllable-based systems.Disrete versus statistial representations.
10.1.1. Alphabets and Character SetsHistorially, the letters in a alphabet represented the distint sounds { the phonemes { of a language.Beyond the alphabet, other symbols assoiated with a language suh as digits and puntuation areknown as graphemes. Symbols.

The Latin Alphabet and the ACSII CodeThere are many writing systems and many ways in whih text symbols may represent onepts. Englishis written using the Latin alphabet, whih is familiar to Westerners. Alphabets are sets of disrete sym-bols that are ombined to form words, but individual letters (generally) have no meaning in themselves;it is only through their ombination with other letters that meaning emerges. The 8-bit ASCII odesmaps to the Latin alphabet allowing it to be rereated. While there are only 26 letters in the Englishalphabet, separate odes must be given to apital letters as well as the many puntuation marks andspeial haraters used in writing.
Syllable Languages and Ideogram LanguagesThe written form of several East Asian languages, suh as Chinese, Japanese Kanji, and Korean, usespitorial ideograms to represent words (Fig. 10.2). Ideogram-based languages are not easily automatedusing urrent tehnology. Keyboard entry of ideograms is diÆult beause there is a suh a largenumber of di�erent haraters. Compositionality of Chinese haraters.
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Figure 10.2: Part of the label on a package of Chinese herbal tea. Translated literally from top to bottom the
Traditional characters say: (1) 10,000, (2) applications, (3) tasty, (4) harmony, (5) tea. (check permission)Beause of these diÆulties and beause of the need to assimilate foreign words, many Eastern ountrieshave adopted phoneti alphabets. The Japanese use a mixture of traditional ideograms, a phonetialphabet known as Katakana and some of the Latin alphabet.

Figure 10.3: Example of a Katakana phrase [?]. (to be typeset)There aren't enough bits in the eight-bit ASCII ode to represent the symbols used in all languages.The limitations of ASCII are most serious for international harater sets. Even some ommon symbolsfrom European languages, suh as German umlauts (e.g., �u) and Frenh edillas (e.g., �), annot berepresented. Many proposals have been made for representing other non-Latin harater sets. TheUniode standard was developed to extend the number of haraters that an be represented and tofailitate interoperability aross information systems. Uniode for sign language.
Ordering and Categorization of CharactersWhen we learn to reite the alphabet, in addition to learning the letters we also learn a standard orderfor them. This ordering is essential for looking up words in a strutured list suh as a ditionary, ardatalog, or index (2.5.3). Traditional Chinese haraters are ategorized by \radials". The haratersfor \ower" (Fig. 10.4) and \grass" share symbols to indiate that both are related to plants. This isthe root form of the word and it is the basis of ditionary ordering. One the radial has been identi�ed,ordering is determined by the number of additional brush strokes required to draw the harater.indexradial, Chinese haraters

Figure 10.4: The Chinese characters for “grass” (left) and “flower” (right) both share the “radical” at the top indicating
that they are related to plants. Indeed, the radical resembles a plant growing out of the ground.

OrthographyThe rules and ustoms for written text are known as \orthography". Orthography enhanes readabilitybut may also add aesthetis. Calligraphy.Graphi design inludes both text and image. Motion graphis animates graphi design. The style,or look, of a set of haraters is its font. Most of this book is prepared with two main font stylesThe main text is in Roman font, in whih the haraters have \serifs" (short lines extending fromthe letters), while the aptions and headings are in Helvetia, a sans-serif (without serifs) font. Fontsprovide a regularity that makes the text pleasing to the eye. The spaing of the haraters may also bemanipulated to improve readability. Adjaent haraters may be fused or split by a tehnique alled\kerning" (Fig. 10.6). Font design and humanisit fonts (Fig. 10.7).Just as the inetion of spoken words an highlight the intended meaning written text ontains luesabout the meaning. The onvention of apitalizing proper names allows the reader to identify them
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Figure 10.5: An example of Arabic calligraphy. Calligraphy was said to be one of the inspirations for Steve Jobs’
emphasis on design.

RAVEN RAVEN
Figure 10.6: Spacing can greatly improve readability with typeset characters. Note the gap between the “A” and “V”
on the left; no kerning has been applied. On the right, the letters “AV” have been kerned, in other words they have
been moved closer together.

Figure 10.7: Fonts can improve readability. Clearfont font (dark “a”) has recently been developed to improve the
readability of highway signs compared to the older font (light “a”).more easily. Some other examples of orthography are the spaing between words, indentation betweenlines in an outline to show struture, and the ubiquitous smiley fae :) emotion.

10.1.2. Text Document LayoutFrom text to text douments. Equation layout (9.7.2).
10.1.3. Information ArchitectureWeb sites need to be managed. Consisteny in design and navigation aross the pages of a web site.Labels. Generalize priniples of authority ontrol aross sites. Failitate semanti publishing. Contentmanagement systems.
10.1.4. DigitizationSanning. Digital photography. Color and image proessing. Eliminating distortion from sannedimage with post proessing by de-warping. Large amounts of paper and text. Mass digitization (10.1.6).

Figure 10.8: This book scanner is designed so the page images can be captured without breaking the spine of the
book. (check permission)
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10.1.5. Recognition of Printed Text and HandwritingThere are many advantages in onverting paper text to eletroni text. Beause this is essentiallyvisual proessing, we need an image to work from. In some ases, only bitmap images of douments areavailable, rather than the full text. The eletroni version of a doument has been lost, or may neverhave existed. Those lost versions may be reovered by sanning ( A.18.2).
Optical Character Recognition (OCR)OCR an be a step in itation extration and indexing of digitized text. [26]. Optial Charater Reog-nition (OCR) proesses the visual properties of text in a sanned image of a page. It an also be usedin deteting text in images or video whih is a type of image-reognition problem. The quality of theoriginal prodution a�ets the quality of the haraters; in poor-quality printing the haraters areoften irregular (Fig. 10.9).

Figure 10.9: A scanned historical text. Note the uneven quality of some of the text. This adds to the difficulty of
OCR.The quality of the digitized image a�ets the OCR system's ability to reognize haraters. As withother reognition proesses, we may onsider template-based and feature-based approahes. As abottom-up model, OCR seems straightforward; individual printed haraters are identi�ed and om-bined into words. Individual letters may be identi�ed by shape and attempt to determine words fromthem. Some of the errors that arise an be handled with spelling hekers (10.4.1). Unfortunately, thisis far too simple a model. At the word level, some inorretly identi�ed haraters may produe legalwords while at the harater level, the total number of haraters may not even be orretly ounted.In omplex reognition proesses, some reognition ours \bottom up". Bottom-up proessing onsistsof gathering information from many soures and making an inferene based on it (left side of Fig. 10.10).In speeh reognition systems, an optial harater-reognition (OCR) system might work bottom-upby identifying letters and onstruting words and sentenes from them. Other reognition systemswork \top-down". Top-down proessing starts with expetations about what is likely to be found;subsequent observations are used to on�rm or rejet those expetations (right side of Fig. 10.10).Charaters might be more aurately identi�ed by onsidering the possible words in whih they mayour. The ombination of bottom-up and top-down proessing is known as \up-down" proessing.In the previous example, the likely words would depend on the range of sentenes appearing in thedoument in whih they our, e�etively merging the two proessing strategies. OCR performanean be improved by onsidering the lexion and other linguisti onstraints.Proessing OCR an be an example of parallel up-down proessing (Fig. 10.11) (Fig. 10.12).Muh of the automated OCR for historial douments is poor beause the print quality of the originaldouments is uneven. Crowdsouring an be applied to OCR orretion. Fig. 10.13 and Fig. 10.14. [6].There are some additional diÆulties in text reognition, suh as segmentation of haraters in Thai
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Figure 10.10: Two approaches for visual recognizing of the letter “A”. In the “bottom-up” approach (left), the model
is confirmed if a sufficient number of features are matched. In a “top-down” approach (right) the context provides
expectations that can be confirmed by looking for specific features. (redraw)Word identi�ation

6Charater identi�ation
6Segment haraters

Figure 10.11: A bottom-up approach for OCR.

1 2 3 4bhkdPPP. . . . . . . . . jig .. . . . . . . nr���. . . . . . . . . dljt
Figure 10.12: Characters may not be identified exactly. Thus, they may be ranked by probability and then the word
from a word list with the highest net probability could be found. The word “bird” is preferred over “dirt”. (redraw)
(under construction)

Figure 10.13: Text-correctors Hall of Fame from the Australian National Library[9]. (check permission)(Fig. 10.15). Optial proessing an go beyond reognition of text to the identi�ation of other symbols,inluding non-traditional haraters, musial notation, and mathematial formulas.
Visual Document Segmentation and RecognitionUses of doument the doument are reeted in its struture (2.3.3).A omplex doument, suh as a magazine, has several di�erent page styles; for example, there aretitle pages, tables-of-ontents pages, and text pages (Fig. 10.16). Moreover, the text pages may haveadditional struture suh as setion headings and �gures. A �rst step ould be the identi�ation of thedoument. This is a type of visual language. Determining visual struture an be useful for information
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Figure 10.14: reCAPTCHA. (check permission)

Figure 10.15: Segmentation of a syllable for Thai.extration.

Figure 10.16: Despite the apparent visual similarity; a document detection system should be able to determine that
the first two of these pages are title pages, while the third is not. (check permission)The reognition of the ontent from sanned douments is a speial ase of image segmentation andimage proessing, whih we will examine in more detail later ( A.2.3). Visual doument proessing mightbegin by determining the layout, suh as whether the text was printed in one olumn or two and thepositions of the �gures and their aptions. Fig. 10.17 shows a newspaper whih has been proessed toidentify text zones. Visual prototypes and deformable models an be used for page layout. Just as theshape of individual objets an be reognized, the layout of a whole page might be parsed as a type ofvisual language (11.2.4).

Handwriting RecognitionHandwriting has muh more variability than does printing. To begin with, handwritten letters aresometimes blok and sometimes onneted, or ursive. Stati Handwriting. Reognize ontent inmanusripts. Fig. shows a sample of handwriting. Some features suh as the loops (l), asenders (t),and desenders (y) stand out learly. Thus, the �rst step would often be the segmentation of individualletters.Dynami Handwriting. The sequene of pen strokes in produing printing and handwriting an beused to improve reognition. These tehniques ould also be useful for signature veri�ation. Fig. 10.18shows an example of how this ould help to distinguish between a \U" and a \V". For ideogramsharater reognition, stroke order is partiularly helpful. The reognition of the pattern of strokesis like other sequene-reognition problems suh as the reognition of 2-D gestures (11.4.1) and HMMs.Pen-based interfae.Symbol reognition. Many more symbols than but more onstrained patterns. This an employ dynami
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Figure 10.17: Zone segmentation for an OCR program for a historical newspaper image. This segmentation is
based on the spaces around the blocks of text[32].

Figure 10.18: Although the printed letter U looks similar to the printed letter V, they can be easily distinguished by
the strokes used to write them, as shown by the dotted lines. (to be rendered)OCR (10.1.5). Operations on math (Fig. 10.19).

Figure 10.19: Pen-based input is effective for mathematics [?]. (generate own version) (check permission)

10.1.6. Digitized Collections of Books and DocumentsUntil reently information resoures were ommitted to traditional media. Supporting olletions thistraditional material. This ontent an be digitized and an be organized into olletions oordinatingpaper libraries. Digitization an failitate preservation, distribution, and aess of fragile material.



434 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Beause there is so muh paper. Building the olletion. NDNP. Millions of digitized pages of newspapertext will be available online soon. Million Book Projet[54]. Multimedia. Google book sanning projet.Digitization for aess. Digitization workow proessing.Consistent with the theme of interativity Digitization for aess rather than for preservation. Spatialrelationships an ontribute to meaningfulness. Visual languages (11.2.4) and image segmentation.Muh historially important material is found in manusripts [17] and other personal papers | thesewritings often reveal the innermost thoughts of their authors. They are often kept in arhives (7.5.1).Manusripts and other original douments are \primary soures" and are often used teahing history.However, primary soures have limitations, In personal letters and memories people may pu� up orsimply lie about their ontributions. Issue of authentiity of primary soures. Their interpretation anbe diÆult without the ontext.In some ases, texts are digitized beause they are deteriorating. Moreover, the resulting image an beproessed. That is, eletroni restored.Printing has been used to produe books for hundreds of years, but historially, it was employedprimarily to prepare only publiations that were meant for a wide irulation. This means that over theenturies a vast arhive of handwritten douments has aumulated. Until about 1900, typewriters werenot often used for business orrespondene and until about 1950, almost all personal orrespondenewas handwritten.Colletions of manusripts are thus rih soures of historial material. Many of the original manusriptsof Mark Twain's books are kept in the Library of Congress, as are a number of original musi sores.These early versions may inlude author or omposer notes, whih provide a fasinating insight intothe work and/or reator, but whih do not appear in the �nal publiation.Colletions of \e-text" often ombine traditional and digital approahes to olletion management.The sanned images may be OCR'd and metadata may be extrated via the doument proessing andreognition tehniques desribed above (10.1.6).Semi-strutured text. For instane, email has strutured �elds and free text.The levels of abstration are appliable beyond de�ning metadata. Instanes of douments may appearin several di�erent media and in di�erent formats, suh as the derivative works mentioned above, oreven audio reordings of printed works suh as books-on-tape[68]. A doument viewer that allows severalversions to be presented simultaneously (Fig. 10.20). An original text might be presented along withthe output of optial harater reognition (10.1.5). Doument browsing. Multi-layer douments. Imagebased-eletroni editions.

Figure 10.20: Multiple versions of documents can be compared through a single interface[33]. (check permission)



10.2. Reading 435Inreasingly, versions of a work proliferate. Levels of ontext to inlude. Metadata.Superworks and families of works. Equivalent, derivative, and desriptive.Eolosystems of related douments. Annotations, Reviews.
Extracting Metadata from Text DocumentsThe next step would be to extrat the ontent of the doument. This an be done by proessing thestruture of douments. Fig. 10.21 shows an example of image extration. The middle image showsparts of the page whih have been on�dently identi�ed as not being text regions. Beause so manyof those regions are lustered together, it seems likely that the whole region is a piture. There is asimilar hallenge in extration of values in a table an help one understand the struture and semantisof the table. Styles of tables.

Figure 10.21: Stages in image extraction from a magazine page[20]. (new version) (check permission)One the title page has been identi�ed, metadata from that page an be extrated to populate a atalogfor an e-text database. That metadata an failitate doument lassi�ation, whih ould be useful forautomatially reating a style-sheet for the doument or metadata for a olletion of douments.
Massive Digital CollectionsMass digitization.Digital humanities (9.1.1). Libraries and arhives (7.5.1). In the past, information systems have fousedon business and natural siene. Inreasingly, information systems are begin used in the humanities.Mining digital humanities materials.Literary ritiism. Bakground of the author as reeted in the work.History, literature, art, arhaeology.Google Book Projet. Copyright issues (8.2.2).

Figure 10.22: The Hathi Trust (logo shown here) manages a very large collection of digitized books. (check
permission)Digitization of non-text. 3-D digitization ((se:3Ddigitization)). Cultural informatis.
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10.2. ReadingUltimately, the purpose of a text is to onvey information to the people who read it. At the simplestlevel reading is just the proess of extrating meaning from writing. The tehnologial developmentsof reent deades have had a signi�ant impat on the ats of reading and writing. For the user,writing with a word proessor is di�erent from writing with paper and penil. Writing and reading areomplex human ativities whih have both ognitive (4.3.0) and soial foundations. Eduation (5.11.0),and libraries (7.2.1). Written language is often more formal than spoken language (11.3.3). Disourse
(6.3.2). Reading as onstruting meaning. This is related to playing games (11.7.0).The experiene of reading produes a number of ognitive psyhologial e�ets on the reader [?, ?℄.While the subtlety of an argument annot be evaluated automatially, readability is a�eted by theomplexity of the words and syntax in a text. Reading requires human language understanding. Be-ause language is redundant, it is possible for somebody with a weak voabulary to augment theirunderstanding by deeper analysis of the strutural relationships among the terms.From reading to storytelling (6.3.6) and orality (11.3.3). Reading tehnologies (5.11.5).
10.2.1. Reading Documents, Books, and HypertextsWhile we think of reading a sitting quietly with a book, in fat reading is a highly varied ativity.Books (8.13.6).

Figure 10.23: Types of reading: A) boy reading, B) nutrition label, C) poetry reading, D) Social reading. (check
permissions)Reading is a omplex ognitive ativity. Sholarly reading environments. Reading aids. Long formpresentation of arguments in books.Hypertext inreases usability of online material and allows the user many hoies, but this an po-tentially lead to disontinuity as the reader moves from one topi to another. Often media are onlyloosely oupled. and there is a lak of ontinuity { some hypertext ontents are fragmented, others arestrutured. It is helpful if hints are inluded about where links will take you. On one hand, there is adistration from liking and jumping to di�erent topis but there is also an advantage of being ableto move quikly to topi of primary interest.Jumping into the middle of a doument without a oherent introdution an be disorienting. Part ofreading is understanding the struture of books. Readability and doument layout struture suh aspage numbers. News headlines, lead with the main news.

10.2.2. (Reading) LiteracyReading has long been regarded as important for ative partiipation in soiety | so reading skillsimpat not only the individual who aquires them, but also soiety itself. Reading allows individualsto learn about their soiety's onventions, laws, ulture, et. Reading as integral to sholarship andritial thinking.Assessing literay in hildren. Tehnology and learning to read (5.11.5). Inreasingly, the various litera-ies are onverging. Pratie in reading diretly a�ets literay.Soial fators a�et the ability to aess written information. Reading is often assoiated with ritialthinking. Beause the new information tehnology has vastly inreased the ease with whih images and



10.2. Reading 437audio an be disseminated, literay may beome less ommon, with speeh ommuniation beomingas general as written ommuniation. We may move from the symboli reasoning that results fromreading text to thinking more pitorially and orally.
10.2.3. Reading ComprehensionReading is more than proessing individual words and sentenes; it involves making inferenes aboutthe material being read. Fig. 10.24 shows a sample reading omprehension test. This task an also beused to evaluate the performane of automati question-answering systems (10.12.0).Disourse omprehension. Disourse elements and text ohesion (6.3.2). In many ases, reading ompre-hension is related to sensemaking.

Up to 40% of heating and cooling needs in the home are due to air exchange. In the winter, heat losses
occur when heated air leaks out of the house. Energy must then be spent warming the cool air that
replaces it. In the summer, heat gains occur when warm air leaks into the house; thus, more money is
then spent on cooling costs.

One area of the house that may allow up to 17% of this unwanted air infiltration is around windows and
doors. Energy waste can be cut by the proper installation of windows and doors.

Which of the following can be inferred from the above description?
1. Air infiltration around windows and doors adds about $40 to each month’s utility bill.
2. Homeowners can save on their utility bills by reducing infiltration around windows and doors.
3. Additional air infiltration occurs around chimneys, electrical outlets, and light switches.
4. Infiltration is a problem in both the summer and the winter.

Figure 10.24: Sample reading comprehension task (adapted from[3]).As a person reads, there is an interplay between low-level pereptual proesses and higher-level og-nition. For instane, exessive eye �xation on a partiular passage suggests that it is diÆult tounderstand.Reading omprehension and expetations based on semantis, syntax and genre, and norms. Bartlett
(4.4.3). Themati organization. Exposition (6.3.3).Importane of reader's bakground on understanding narrative (6.3.6).Certain disourse strutures an ease omprehension [16].Maro-rules for reading and summarization (2.5.5, 10.6.2) [34]. Coneptual synthesis and inferenes madewhile reading.
10.2.4. Skills Needed for ReadingReading is not a uni�ed, simple ativity. Rather, people interat with douments in many ways.However, reading is not a simple or easily de�ned behavior. Let us onsider how people interat withtext douments. Reading for partiipation in a text-oriented soiety. We regularly use reading toaquire information [10]; it is also a soure of great pleasure. Reading is a foundation for aessinginformation. Understanding onventions suh as hapters and page numbers.Information tehnology is hanging the use of text. We have already disussed hypertexts and anno-tations. It is even possible to imagine the deline of reading and the inreased use of verbal languagebeause of multimedia systems and speeh-reognition tehnology. Reading and linking. Can we im-prove on paper books.Reading is probably best thought of as a set of skills whih must be mastered[49]. We learn, for example,the diretion of the text. We also beome able to assoiate printed words with their orresponding



438 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13sounds; phonemes and phonis are two tools used to aquire this skill. Phonis. DiÆulty of theEnglish alphabet ode [44].Eye �xations are shown for a simple text passage in Fig. 10.25. In addition to the words themselves,many fators suh as orthography (10.1.1) and layout struture a�et reading.0 2 1 3 4 5 6 8 7
position. Ultimately, they will pick one of the candidates.9 10 11 12 13 14 1615
The candidate chosen by the committee will have to be notified.

Figure 10.25: Sequence of eye fixations while reading. Note the fixations on the most important words in the text.
Also note that the order is not perfectly sequential[1]. (check permission)

Cognitive Availability of TextOrthography (10.1.1) an improve the readability on a display. Fonts. Layout to emphasize meaning.Pull-outs. Fonts. Computer displays are often poor devies for reading. The fat that they are bak-litis one problem; another is the diÆulty of drawing truly straight lines on a typial omputer display.Online reading also involves srolling, whih some may �nd tedious.Eletroni presentations may have fewer external lues to provide referene points as memory aidsompared to paper.Well-written text should math the reading ability of the students for whom it is meant, for example,in the omplexity of its voabulary and struture.
10.2.5. Close Reading and Active ReadingThere are many forms of reading ranging from quik sanning to \lose reading". Pre-reading. Closereading is trying to understand in detail what the author intended and how the author aomplishedthose goals. Transliteray. Disputed texts.Textuality versus reader-response theory and onversational analysis. A poem is \what the reader livesthrough under the guidane of the text" [57]. Intertextuality ompares texts and onsiders how theyrelate to eah other.Reader Response Theory. Literary reeption theory. How muh of the meaning of a work is in the workitself.Ative reading is a way to interat with douments. Reading hypertext and \meta-reading" [50].[??]Potentially, hypertext allows people to navigate to the parts of the text that t meet their informationneeds.People often like to interat with the material they are reading [10], [51]. For instane, students mayunderline or highlight sentenes and make notes in their texts. They are \ative readers". Fig. 10.26shows highlighting added to an e-text (10.1.6).

Figure 10.26: Highlighting is one way to personalize an information resource[27]. (re-create) (check permission)Reading requires ontinual integration of new information with a user's existing knowledge; this in-



10.3. Writing and Text Communication 439tegration an be failitated by reading aids that enourage assimilation of and reetion about thematerial. Titles, marginal notes, and struture markers may serve as \ognitive organizers" for readers[?℄. Ultimately, this is a type of sensemaking. Cognitive organizers an also be graphial.
10.3. Writing and Text Communication
10.3.1. Writing and Authoring TextWriting involves many types of ognitive ativities, from motor responses to language generation.Indeed, writing may failitate the assimilation of knowledge, as note-taking fores deeper proessingof the material (4.3.3). The full proess of omposition involves language generation suh as planningand revision. Writing is often done without fully knowing the audiene. Writing as an ongoing ontentdevelopment proess. Language generation (10.4.3). Information extration (10.5.0).Rhetori in persuasive writing. Authoring multimedia (e.g., �lm). Argumentation (6.3.5). Construtingtexts with omplex argumentation [63] Argumentation zoning.

Mechanics of Writing and EditingWriting ombines omplex motor responses with omplex ognitive proesses in omposition. We dis-ussed handwriting reognition (10.1.5). Handwriting and keystroke prodution are omplex examplesof motor behavior (4.2.4). Errors in typing may be due to motor or ognitive diÆulties. Many of theerrors are ross-hand transpositions suh as typing \whih" instead of \whih". Word proessing hashanged the way writing is done.Text entry on mobile phones.Many alternative keyboards have been proposed as well as other text input modes suh as pen-basedentry and editing.
Authoring TextComposing text is one type of language generation. Just as graphi design emphasizes using visualmedia to onvey a message e�etively, design an be applied to natural language to onvey meaningand emotions, and to enhane larity. This design allows for statements to be strutured e�etively,and for the onstrution of topis sentenes. Language generation (10.4.3). Disourse types (6.3.2).

Figure 10.27: Schematic of writing and editing process (from[28]). The process shown here may be repeated through
many iterations. (redraw)(check permission)Writing and new media. More versions and the management and olletion of those versions. Digitallives of authors. Cultural preservation.
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Figure 10.28: Here are edits to a draft of the Declaration of Independence. Saving the digital versions of an author
or artist. (different example) (check permission)

Assessing Readability and the Quality of Student EssaysStudent essays teahing reading. Perhaps surprisingly, statistis an help in assessing good writing.Good writing should be easily readable, and there are two easily measured fators that ontribute tothe readability of a text: the number of words/sentene and the number of syllables/word [61]. Theseare ombined as shown in Eq. 10.1 to determine a Reading Ease sore. Text oherene.
Reading Ease = 1000 − (5 ×

words

sentence
) − (400 ×

syllables

word
) (10.1)Reading Ease is one omponent of essay-grading sores ( A.6.4). The redution of readability to suh asimple formula as this is frequently ritiized. Style, layout, and font also have an e�et on readability.Student writing is highly variable, and it is often diÆult for teahers to assess it fairly. In some asessuh as writing samples on a large standardized test, tens of thousands of essays may need to be soredwith as high a degree of reliability as possible. Some standardized tests are graded by one humanreader and one automated reader. One strategy for automati grading employs information extrationwould look for high ounts of words suh as \beause" that suggest the author is giving evidene forhis or her arguments; this is seen as a sign of good writing. Fig. 10.29 shows two paragraphs rated bya tehnique disussed in (10.3.1). ( A.6.4) [22].

The human heart is divided into two parts: left and right. In infants this division of the heart is not so
clear as it is in adults; although by the age of one the division becomes clearer. The heart receives blood,
and pumps it to the other organs in the body, so they can perform their functions. Most important the
heart pumps blood to the brain so it can dictate to the other parts their daily functions...

The heart is the main pump in the body that supplies the rest of the body with oxygenated blood by
way of the arteries. There is a reaction that takes place at the ends of the arteries where the oxygen is
taken out of the blood and replaced with CO2. This reaction takes place in the capillaries. The arteries
branch to become smaller and more numerous, these are then called arterioles...

Figure 10.29: Excerpts from two essays about the circulatory system which were graded by Latent Semantic
Analysis. The first excerpt was given a low score (1 out of 5) while the second excerpt was given a high score (4
out of 5)[37]. (check permission)

10.3.2. Text Communication and Collaboration by TextText messages are widely used for ommuniation between people. Beause of bandwidth limitationsand omputer apabilities, interation via text is still very ommon and e�etive. Beause transmissionof text is heap, it is widely used, and supports a wide variety of ollaborative servies suh as onlinehat, emails, newsgroups, online hat is an interative, live, text disussion.Communiation modalities (5.6.5).Soial interation mediated via text. Creating online ommunities (5.8.2). Collaborative tasks andfailitating oordination. Conversation (6.4.0).Telephony and onnetivity (5.1.5).
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Emaily Unlike hat or live telephone alls, email is asynhronous. That is, one an email message is sent, itan be stored until the reipient is ready to aess it. Email readers also reeive metadata suh as theemail address of the sender and the date it was sent. Email introdues new features suh as replying tomessages while appending previous messages; thus, a thread is reated that provides a ontext for themessage. Beause of its exibility, email is more e�etive at failitating soial interation than manytools whih have been developed spei�ally for that purpose.Email is an asynhronous medium. Unlike synhronous interation, the synhronous interation inemail inludes reetion about the dynamis of the interation.Texting. Mobile servie.IR for non-standard ontent (10.11.1). For instane, email �les an beome arhives and an be searhed.Fig. 10.31 shows a fragment of the email protool. This involves aspets suh as linking of email �les,�nding onversation threads, and determining soial networks (5.1.0). Using roles and honori�s indetermining group struture from email arhives.
> Correcting HTML seems a pretty hard problem. Tidy makes a
> valiant effort and gives us a good start on the job in many
> instances. Doing everything might be more than can be hoped for.
> Try making a long outline in MSWord, save it as HTML, and then
> try to clean that up.
I succeeded in being able to infer a noframes element and in
moving the trailing body inside the noframes, and in placing
the new noframes within the outer frameset. The fix is part of
the April 15th release.

Figure 10.30: Sample email exchange (from TREC). (check permission)Emails and soial norms.Email spoo�ng. Email mining. Privay reords.Gmail and advertising. Inreasingly, spam leads to seurity attaks.
Filtering Out Spam Filtering an also be used to blok the presentation of unwanted material suh asspam. It is diÆult beause the topi of the spam is not known. However, the auray of these �ltersis often low; for instane, �lters may be tuned only for English. One of the most suessful tehniquesis �ltering based on linking (10.10.2); for instane, sites ontaining pornographi ontent are often linkedtogether. This may be used to �lter spam. Among the spei� methods whih have been proposedare ommuniations proedures, Bayesian �ltering ( A.8.2), and ollaborative �ltering. It's harder todetermine what the user will onsider junk.Two methods. User authentiation. Sender bond whih is something like a stamp. Essentially, this isthe reputation of the sender (5.2.2).

1ow cost 1nsuranCe
personal Medic@ti0n

Figure 10.31: Examples of mis-spellings which are indications of spam.About 90% of email traÆ is spam [7]. Beause it is a free good, it is abused. A spam �lter ould bebased on text proessing priniples. Filtering out (10.3.2). Another alternative would be to hange thenature of the email servie. A servie ould require a \stamp". Another alternative would require avalid return address for a message to be valid. Blaklist.
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Newsgroups and Threaded DiscussionsExtended and ongoing disussions may help to form a ommunity (5.8.2), as a disussion might evolvefrom threads to onepts to topi-oriented threads. Disussion groups often branh o� into very di�erenttopis and it would be helpful to have tools for keeping the \threads" of these disussions straight.This may be seen as an evolving hypertext, although threading gives it topial ontinuity. Struturedonversation.Roles for a group disussion; a moderator may manage, fous, and re-oneptualize topis to failitatedisussion. A \lurker" will observe a disussion without ontributing to it. Newsgroups are a favoritehaunt of lurkers. A \newbie" is somebody who is new to a group. Soial networks (5.1.0).Netnews as a ontent arhive, DejaNews.Indexing threaded disussions.
Supporting Collaborative Interaction with InformationWe have seen many forms of ollaboration, Collaborative organization (5.7.0) and ommunities (5.8.2).This is one type of ollaborative task and groupware environment (5.6.2). An ativity assoiated withorganizational sense making (5.7.3).Tools to support ollaborative searh. Shared retrieval versus ollaborative understanding. Informationommons.Collaborative reation of knowledge. Collet information from a range of people [66]. This is an aspetof Web 2.0.We have onsidered question answering in many plaes in this text. Get people to answer questionslike referene servie (3.3.2). Yahoo answers. DiÆult of spam in responses and piking best one.Charateristis of users.Enylopedia. Wikis have proven e�etive as a platform for ommunities to organize and disuss issues.Wikipedia as a organizing system. Very good for some topis. Probably less aurate where somebodyhas a vested interest in ertain pereptions. Possibility of a onerted attak on Wikipedia. Contrastthis to traditional sholarly ommuniation (9.1.1). Partiular emphasis on popular ulture.Wikipedia is the ommunity-edited enylopedia. Wikipedia failitates a neutral viewpoint by allowingopen ommentary. It is disputed how well that works in pratie. It has evolved a number of governanemehanisms for ensuring quality [23]. Among the priniples are that ontributions are veri�able andthat no original researh is published. On the other hand, issues of the reliability of information

((se:informationqulaity)). Criteria for artiles: notability. Veri�ability. Responsibility of a individualfor the redibility of the information. Soial transpareny.Wikipedia and as an online volunteer ommunity (5.8.2).
10.4. Natural Language ProcessingLanguage proessing has many appliations. Given the ubiquity of natural language we may onsiderhow to proess it automatially. Text retrieval and many other tasks may be onsidered as naturallanguage proessing. In text and natural language proessing, shallow methods may be distinguishedfrom deep methods. Shallow methods may inlude rules of thumb; deeper methods inlude full parsing.Speeh proessing and linguistis (11.3.3).To what extent an the text be proessed in a way that preserves meaning. The traditional model oflanguage suggests it an be deomposed into several levels: words, phrases, sentenes. There are manylevels of language proessing. Here, we onsider proessing for basi omponents suh as words andthen onsider tasks that involve proessing entire douments. We fous on methods appropriate to thisbreakdown; later, we onsider statistial approahes to text-proessing.
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Figure 10.32: A portion of the log of editorial discussion on the Wikipedia article on the Boxer Rebellion (accessed
on Sept 1, 2007). Note the editorial comments inserted into the head of the article. (check permission)Lexial resoure. Corpus linguistis.

10.4.1. Word-Level Processing
Spell Checking and CorrectionA simple spell heker looks through all the words in a doument and mathes them against wordsin a ditionary. If a mismath is found, the program may generate a word that may be what wasintended. Several algorithms have been developed for determining the similarity of two words. Supposea misspelled word were found in a doument; andidates in the ditionary for the orret word areproposed to replae the misspelled one. The misspelling might ome from a missing letter, an extraletter, or transposed letters. Suggestions for the orret word ould be obtained from a alulationsimilar to the edit-distane alulation below. Suppose a person had typed \INFORVATION" into aword proessor. The spell hek program might ompare that word to its ditionary. The easiest wayto make this omparison is with \approximate string mathing". If the ditionary ontained the terms\INFORMATION" and \INNOVATION," the steps for �nding edit distane are shown in Fig. 10.33.Several onstraints an be added to these simple word-distane measures. For instane, we might weightpossible spelling errors by the likelihood of their ourrene.

Steps Change Cost Current Guess

0 original INFORVATION

1 V->M 2 INFORMATION

0 original INFORVATION

1 F->N 2 INNORVATION

2 drop R 1 INNOVATION

Figure 10.33: Finding edit distances between an incorrectly spelled word and two candidates from the dictionary.
The term “information” would be selected as the match because fewer steps are required to match it with the
incorrectly spelled word.The seond phase is spelling orretion suh as for queries submitted to a searh engine. Speializedsituations. Learning spelling from previous example. Spell orretion by learning from web queries.Examples of the mistakes some people make and how they are orreted. Based on expetations. Spellorretion based on examples.

Word-Sense DisambiguationWord-sense disambiguation determines whih sense of a word is meant in a given ontext. People an
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Word SegmentationEarlier we disussed segmentation in OCR (10.1.5). For some languages, words run together whenthey are printed and this requires segmentation. An example from German would be weltanschaung orworld-view | this is the perspetive a person brings to their interpretation of events | where \welt"means \world" and \anshang" means \view" Dynami programming an also be used for e�etivesegmentation.
Part-of-Speech (POS) TaggersAs we noted earlier, parts of speeh de�ne highly strutured language. Part-of-speeh tagging is oftenused for language hekers suh as those found in word proessors; they are also useful for determiningphrases (6.2.2). A simple, but ineÆient, approah heks all words in a ditionary for all possible partsof speeh that they an assume. Ad ho rules ould then be applied to improve on the original guesses

[15].
10.4.2. Syntax and Parsing Natural LanguageWe have desribed the importane of syntax in (6.2.2) and we have already disussed parsing of formalgrammars (6.5.1). If we fous on the syntax of a statement to understand it. In the sentene: \Theotton sails on the wind". it is essential to know that \sails" is a verb rather than a noun. This anbe determined beause there is no other word in the sentene that is likely to be a verb. Generativemodels.Grammars an be also implemented with augmented transition networks (ATNs) (6.5.1) though thenotation is not as ompat.

Rule-Based ModelsEarlier, we examined parsing formal grammars (6.5.2). Determining grammatial struture is one of themost obvious strategies for language. Grammars are often assumed to be the representation for naturallanguage. Parsing attempts to identify the omponents that underlay a sentene. Fig.  A.40 showsan example of re-write rules and a lexion for a highly simpli�ed sub-sample of English. A number ofparsing algorithms have been developed some of them are summarized in ( A.5.4). There is a partiularproblem of parsing ambiguous example sentene the \man on the hill".State mahines (3.10.1). Garden path sentenes. ?The man who hunts duks out on weekends?. Uner-tainty and NLP state models. Toward HMMs.
Statistical ModelsState mahines make transitions from one state to another. by the ful�llment of ertain onditions.These mahines an also be probabilisti; \weighted automata" have probabilisti transitions betweenstates. Similarity rather than ategorization.

10.4.3. Text GenerationHow an a omputer make appropriate statements about the world? Many tasks are losely relatedto language generation suh as the generation of explanations, translations and summaries. Humanlanguage generation may be modeled on several of the same strategies used for planning (3.7.2) suh asgenerating and testing means-ends analysis.The problem of language generation may be broken into two parts. The �rst is generating a naturallanguage desription from a symboli representation. For instane, we might generate the desriptionof a omputer program. Fig. 10.34 shows several stages for suh a desription [46]. The basi oneptswith an ontology (2.2.2). the desription is organized (disourse planner, Setion 6.3.2), words are hosen(lexializer), and �nally a surfae generation is produed. Text generation to aomplish pragmatis,not just semantis.
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Stage Description

Plan Generator Determine goal

Ontologizer Decide what concepts need to be included.

Discourse Planner Decide how the concepts should be assembled.

Lexicalizer Select words.

Surface Generator Develop coherent surface text from the selected words.

Figure 10.34: Stages in language generation when starting with a formal specification (adapted from[46]).Often, relatively simple rules an support generation. One suh rule would be to give a full desriptionof a named-entity the �rst time it is introdued. In other ases, sentenes an be ombined; for instane,in Fig. 10.35, the two sentenes in the �rst line an be ombined as shown in the seond line to eliminateredundany. This is an example of the rule that reates a modi�er at the beginning of a noun phrase
[46]; in other words it reates \ellipsis".

Camilla Jones visited 31 patients. She is a doctor.
Doctor Camilla Jones visited 31 patients.

Figure 10.35: The surface generator might combine two sentences (top) into one (bottom).One of the maxims of ommuniation is that material be adapted to a situation and reipient or user.User models (4.10.2) an be applied; from some of these, base-rate expetations are established abouthow to respond to a user (e.g., an automati system for selling train tikets) with appropriate level,word hoie, and sentene omplexity. Sometimes high-level organization is required. One needs toknow not only about the reipient's knowledge but also about the environment in whih that person isworking; for example, whether tools are available and what they are.Complex text generation shares some similarities to onversation beause it takes into aount the goalsof the reader. Thus, it needs to onsider both user models and task models. However, the audiene isoften less well-de�ned; traditionally text is more formal.Unrestrited onversation development is still diÆult. Suessful language generation appliationsoften build from well de�ned spei�ations. Ultimately, language generation should inlude speehgeneration (11.3.3) and even extend to the oordination of expressive modalities suh as gestures, glanes,or hesitations in speeh.
10.5. Information Extraction from TextA lot of information is stored in text douments; these an be douments that were originally reated astext douments, or sanned images of older hard-opy �les. While this information may tehnially beavailable for the gathering, it an be diÆult to extrat it in a systemati way. Information extrationmethods attempt to �nd from within a omplex doument its most essential information, suh as dates,numbers, names, et. These few fats ould be suÆient for simple question answering (10.12.0).Extration from semi-strutured data sets. For instane, �nd a name or a date on a web page.Simple text-proessing methods [29]. This is useful for question answering (10.12.0), automati metadataand semanti annotation assignment, summarization (10.6.2), and mining blogs.Beause many onepts are omplex, with multiple elements ontributing to an overall idea, it isdiÆult (urrently impossible) to reate a system that understands omplete onepts. It is easier,however, to �nd onepts assoiated with spei� terms. Knowledge-based extration, though animprovement on tehniques based on key words or numbers, is a still shallow method for extrating someinformation from text. It looks for spei� patterns, either of individual words, or more omplex, butregular, arrangements. These regular arrangements ould be numbered instrution lists, for example,or diretions | both of these things tend to take the same format, and ould be searhed for usingknowledge extration tehniques.



446 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Language has a lot of struture beyond syntax. For one thing, strutured information allows a program(and those reating it) to form �xed expetations about what information and attributes a doumentwill ontain, where it will be ontained, and how it will be presented. Many of these methods are\lightweight"; that is they do not attempt to analyze the meaning but use only surfae lues (10.4.0).Using templates.Disovering new fats from a olletion.
10.5.1. Named-Entity Extraction and Entity ResolutionNames provide generally distint identi�ers (2.2.1). They are helpful in understanding text suh asa news story. Names in text have a variety of distintive lues [47] that identify them. They areusually apitalized, and, grammatially speaking, are treated as nouns. A variety of tehniques anbe employed by a system when attempting to distinguish people's names from plae names or otherpossible onfusions, suh as the use of \Mr." or \Mrs." or the proximity and semantis of ertain wordombinations. Multi-tiered and ross-referened sreening proesses an provide strong evidene ofthe use and type of proper name (10.4.0). There are, however, diÆulties in named-entity extrationtehniques; Fig. 10.36 illustrates the fat that even names an be ambiguous.

1. Washington gave his Farewell Address.
2. I drove to Washington.
3. The boat was near Washington.

Figure 10.36: Is Washington a place or a person in these examples?Finding all referenes to a given individual an be very diÆult. Washington might also be referred toas: The "father of his ountry", the �rst President of the United States. Many names are in ommon:\James" and \Jane". Same-person with di�erent names, di�erent people with the same name. Named-entities and name authority (2.2.1). Soial networks. Named-entity disambiguation.Further, the spei� type of named-entity an sometimes be identi�ed from the surrounding ontext.Semanti annotation is adding semanti desriptions to objets. These desriptions are often drawnfrom ontologies.Beause it is relatively robust, POS tagging (10.4.1), is a good plae to start for named-entity extration.Named entity extration as feature extration.Using a name authority for named entity extration.Lists of known names are useful for disambiguation.Entity o-referene problem. Co-referene resolution.Types of named entities. This is useful in question answering.Creating an index of named entities. Using the Web to extrat named entities beause the Web is solarge that there is a lot of redundany.
10.5.2. Extracting Conceptual Relationships using Verbal TemplatesFrames are strutures for information. Some information an be extrated into a frame [8]. Framesand templates lead to doument segmentation (10.1.5). This segmentation an be helpful for metadataextration, but it an also ause onepts and information to be presented too simplistially, or eveninorretly Fig. 10.37 shows some examples of templates.Struture may provide useful lues. A lassi�ed advertisement often has a preditable struture. Simi-larly, modeling the struture of a table is essential for extration of ontent from those tables.
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IF you go to the store THEN please buy some bread.

WWW STANDS FOR World Wide Web.

a car IS A KIND OF vehicle.

ON ONE HAND Jane was happy ON THE OTHER HAND Jill was sad

Figure 10.37: Linguistic templates can be mined to extract useful information. Here are some template markers
highlighted with bold font.For omplex information, establishing what ategory is assoiated with eah word and dealing with o-referenes between information ategories is hard to do with omplete auray. Muh of a template'sfuntionality is determined by its onstrution; there must be both exibility and spei�ity to makeinformation extration possible or e�etive.One way of aomplishing this information ategorization is to apply statistial analysis to informationto establish the parameters, or rules, by whih the observable ontent is de�ned. While there aredi�erent methods, Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are partiularly apt in that they work bakward,deriving the underlying parameters from an aggregate of data that display visible patterns. These�ndings an then be �ne-tuned for further auray.

10.5.3. Applications of Information Extraction from TextFatoid extration for question answering (10.12.0). Consider the statement \Marie Antoinette was thelast Queen of Frane". This may seem obvious enough but onsider the wide range of knowledge itimplies and the additional fats that are needed to make sense of it and put it into ontext.Information extration for semi-strutured texts. Fat Book for question answering.Wiki extration. [2]Using lustering and onurrene lustering.More omplex is extrating evidene from many Web pages. Combining evidene from many soures.Assoiation rules. Market-basket analysis attempts to �nd interesting relationships among onepts.
Attribute Extraction and Ontology ExtractionIt is diÆult to build an ontology (2.2.2). Perhaps that ould be automated. This would be useful forquestion answering.More ambitions is use the templates into a olletion of fats so we ould all the entire proess \fatextration". This an be useful, for instane, in automated question answering (10.12.0).Attribute extration. But, of ourse, attributes are not always learly de�ned for ategories (2.1.3).Ontologies are very ostly and time-onsuming to develop. It would be helpful to extrat them auto-matially. Find loal ontext suh as related words in a sentene.
Argument Extraction and Discourse ProcessingUse templates to identify disourse strutures (6.3.2). OPV. Disourse markers are often subtle anddiÆult to extrat automatially.

Examples

Figure 10.38: Difficulty of extracting opinions. Irony

Detecting Opinions and Differentiating Conflicting ViewpointsBased on disourse analysis (6.3.2). Attitudes (4.5.2) and a�et (4.6.2).Deteting buzz (8.4.3). Sentiment analysis. Movie reviews. Restaurant reviews.



448 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13The basi level is fairly easy: Mining opinion words and valene words. Using templates and heuristis.This an be used for proessing phrases suh as\The food is good".Extrating opinions versus extrating fats. Opinion summarization. Feature-by-feature omparison.Determining the spetrum of opinions.Considerably more hallenging is the extration of satire, sarasm, and irony.
Review 1.
We stayed here for a weekend trip. We checked in around 1pm but they didn’t
have any rooms ready so we had to wait about 20 mins.
When we did get our room, it was worth the wait. Very spacious and modern
design. Clean and comfortable.
The fridge and microwave were very handy for us.

Review 2.
This is the second time I have stayed at this hotel. I was in room 204. I thought
it was average the first time. I was less than
impressed this time around. The room looked dirty. Then I start tearing the
beds apart
to look for bed bugs (thankfully I found none) but I saw a long strand of hair.

Figure 10.39: Reviews example.

10.5.4. Content AnalysisQualitative and quantitative ontent analysis. Often a numeri analysis of properties. Sentimentanalysis (10.11.2). Disourse analysis (6.3.2).
Word Bursts in Text Streams

[35] Query streams. Communiation models.
Resolving Disputed AuthorshipAuthors impart very distintive harateristis to their writings. The Federalist Papers are essays pub-lished in the 1780's enouraging the adoption of the U. S. Constitution. They were written by AlexanderHamilton, John Jay, and James Madison. Most of them were published under their author's name.However, the authorship of some of the papers is a matter of debate; some historians attribute a givenwork to Hamilton and others to Madison. By analyzing the word frequeny, we might identify the au-thor's harateristi pattern. An analysis of word frequeny applied Bayes Rule ( A.8.2) to haraterizethe words seleted by the two authors [48]. This Bayesian model was then applied to the essays whoseauthorship was unertain and the author was identi�ed with a high level of on�dene. [38] This is atype of behavioral signature.

A fifth desideratum illustrating the utility of a Senate is the want of a due sense of national character.
Without a select and stable member of the government, the esteem of foreign powers will not only be
forfeited by an unenlightened and variable policy, proceeding from the causes already mentioned, but
the national councils will not possess that sensibility to the opinion of the world, which is perhaps not
less necessary in order to merit than it is to obtain, its respect and confidence.

Figure 10.40: The beginning of Federalist Paper #63 whose authorship was originally disputed. The Bayesian
statistical analysis assigned this essay to James Madison.

10.5.5. Literary AnalysisStylometry.How do authors a�et eah other's writing.
10.6. Text Categorization and SummarizationWe desribed indexing earlier (2.5.3). Automated indexing an be onsidered a language tehnology.
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10.6.1. Text Categorization and ClassificationThere are many aspets of language whih need to be ategorized: POS, topis. speeh ats (6.3.1). Thedetetion of spam (10.3.2) is a text ategorization problem | text �ltering tehniques are not whollysuessful at identifying the subjet or type ategories of email (3.2.3).There are two ways in whih text ategorization an be aomplished: through a priori ategories andthrough ad ho ategories. A priori ategories are predetermined ategories; using them, a doumentis plaed into the ategory that best �ts its subjet matter. This is a general lassi�ation system
(2.5.1) or subjet hierarhy, suh as the Dewey Deimal Classi�ation system. Relevany signatures [56]may be inluded to illustrate how strong is the themati link between a doument and the ategorythat ontains it.[??]Adaptive ategories are reated in response to the subjet matter of di�erent douments. This methodmay give a more desriptive aount of douments ontent, but it is also diÆult to loate suh adaptiveategorizations into a larger system.Statistial models for lassi�ation. ( A.11.2). Feature extration. When a set of examples is available,they may be used for training ( A.11.0), to ategorize texts without human input. Word distribution,frequeny statistis, and overlapping word strings an be ombined with information �ltering (3.2.3) tofailitate the reation of doument hierarhies. Other methods inlude Bayesian learning algorithms
( A.8.2) and linear regression models [69].
10.6.2. Text SummarizationSummarization has many uses: meeting arhives ould be summarized for fast omprehension, in-strutional and how-to books ould be summarized to identify partiularly apt setions, stories an besummarized to identify interest, et. It is often helpful to get a quik impression to understand a longtext in a short time. Supporting a variety of inter-related information needs. Relationship to abstrats
(2.5.5) and tutoring (5.11.3).Summarization, though seemingly simple, is a very omplex proess that speaks to the ore of languageunderstanding diÆulties. Summarizations generally need to be based on semanti relationships andlogial order. It is helpful to start by identifying the struture of a text, and likely its summarization.Multimedia summaries. Problems of inluding di�erent information.

Extractive SummarizationExtrative summarization plus smoothing. Abstrative summarization and text generation. Problemof pronouns.The simplest approah to reating summaries simply extrats passages. One statistial method forthis uses tf ·idf 's, whih are term-weighting measures used for text retrieval (10.9.2), and stand for termfrequeny and inverse doument frequeny, respetively. Sentenes within a text that have the highest
tf ·idf are onsidered pertinent, and an be used to reate a summary.Query-term methods.To a limited extent, this an be ahieved using onept maps and disourse. Other methods, suh asstatistial and rule-based systems an also be used. Statistial analysis, using semanti understandingand word harts, an be performed on a text and an, to a limited degree, determine the most usefulsetions to keep in a summary [59].A partiularly e�etive tehnique is to take intermediate frequeny words [42] and �nd sentenes withthose words (10.9.2). Templates an be helpful in summarization.Extration followed by fusion. Among the problems is minimizing redundany.Abstrative summarization. Use a semanti grammar (6.2.3).
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Task-Specific SummarizationA summary might be onstruted as a response to a user's query. These an range from urrentawareness abstrats (2.5.5) to responding to spei� user's query [4] and explanations (6.3.4). This latteris similar to question answering; though, the ontent is based on a single doument. This entails notonly the diÆulties of automated summarization, but also those of question answering. In a sense,this would funtion as both a simple searh engine, pulling up douments that �t a user's query, butit would advane a step further and summarize the most important information that those doumentsontained.A summary ould then be made interative. That is, a user ould highlight information within asummary that was either very useful or not useful, and the system would re-generate the summarybased on that feedbak. As a partiular individual or ategory of individuals (based on job type, forexample) use a system more, that system ould generate a model of their information needs and retrieveand generate information aording to those parameters. This e�etively beomes a tutoring systemwhih tends to put answers in a ontext that a user an understand. Indeed, this type of summarizationan be seen as similar to query-oriented question answering (10.12.0).
Summarizing Multiple Text DocumentsBeyond oordination of douments to oordination between olletions. Certain elements of query-based summarization require that an information system be able to glean information from multiplesoures and synthesize it. This ould also be termed \doument ompilation". Multiple doumentsummarization[45] provides a summarization of the information ontained in a olletion of douments.This is not only helpful for query-based summarization, in whih information pertaining to the querymay not be ontained in a single doument, but it also proves helpful to give an indiation of thedi�erenes among related douments [43].News summarization often gives extra weight to the ordering of information sine in news stories themost important information is often presented early. Topi themes in multi-doument summarization.Disourse proessing.Comparing artiles.

10.7. Search Engine Interfaces and InteractionSearh and information needs (3.2.1). Searh engines typially support simple queries. Doument stru-ture (2.3.1). Taxonomi organization (2.2.2). In the past few years, searh engines have gone from beinga relatively obsure aademi speialty to the transformation of soiety. Cognition and usability (4.8.0).HCIR. Combining soial searh with searh engines.Searh results presented via an app.Coneptual models for interation with searh engines [?℄.
10.7.1. Using Search to Interact with Collections of Text Do cumentsSearhing is one way for a user to interat with a olletion of douments. Indeed, the Web wouldbarely be useful without searh engines. In these setions, we are primarily onerned with how thisan be enhaned. Indeed, this interation might be seen as a onversation; a user asks a question of aolletion in the form of a query, and the olletion respond based both on its ontent and the mannerin whih the question was phrased. A searhing interfae should be designed to support all aspets ofthis onversation. Beause information needs are often omplex searh interation an be very omplex.Beyond the desktop metaphor.Anhoring a query with one term and then making revisions to it.Understanding how a person searhes by following eye movements (Fig. 10.41).The full range of interation involves a ombination of the user, the task, the orpus, the interfae,
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Figure 10.41: Eye movements during examination of a search engine results page. (from Cornell). Note that the
user is focused almost exclusively on the first two returned results. (check permission)and the retrieval algorithms; having aess to this omplete range of aspets allows the user to addresslarger tasks and to build information environments, and not simply to searh (3.5.4). The ease of a user'sinteration with any of these aspets is largely determined by interfae design.Privay and browsing history.

Search Engine Query LogsCan be used for targeted advertising or for improving servies.
10.7.2. Using, Forming, and Modifying Search Engine Querie sEarlier, we onsidered strategies a trained referene librarian might use to improve queries. Based oninformation needs (3.2.1). Here, we an onsider query management in terms of ranked retrieval. Alarge number of queries onsist of only one word [14]. This an be diÆult if my query were \Russia"or \Beatles" what would you infer as my information need? What would be the results to return. Apartiularly wide range on issues for Web queries (10.10.2).Earlier, we onsidered systemati searh strategies (3.3.1).Query harateristis. One or two words.Interfae tools an help a user develop e�etive queries. The diÆulty users have when onstrutingBoolean queries an often be alleviated by utilizing graphial interfaes. These ould be designed in away to �rst support the reation of a query and then aid in its reformulation for more pertinent results.

Query Categorization and AnalysisQuery signals: \Swiss Baker Alpena" For instane, names are most often entered in natural order.Query term order.Like question ategorization (2.1.1), it is also helpful to ategorize queries. Automati proessing of thequery. Does this query inlude a proper name? This is analogous to the disussion of question types
(3.2.3).

Query ExpansionIf we have a query with the term \ar" it is probably reasonable to expand that query with the term\automobile" so that both terms an be presented to the searh engine. There are often diÆultieswith exat-term tehniques beause alternate semanti forms of the words are not inluded in thesearh. Or, there are other plausible searh terms. One approah is to use thesauri (2.2.2) to expand thequery. The query term \boat" might be expanded with \yaht," \barge," \freighter," and \ship". Thiswould inrease the number of douments returned, while at the same time preserving their pertinene.Unfortunately, it is also possible that the wrong word sense of the query term will be seleted, and thequery expansion will generate irrelevant words. This often ours with homographs, suh as wind (towrap around) and wind (breeze).
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Query expansion.

Figure 10.42: Examples of query expansion.

Relevance FeedbackRelevane feedbak employs terms from douments whih the user has indited as the most relevantone retrieval. Frequent terms from those douments ould be added to the original query. after one setof responses has been reeived from the searh engine, the user an selet what items have the mostrelevane, and the system will use these rankings to help the user onstrut a more aurate query. Auser asks the system to return \more douments like this" (Fig. 10.43).
- Query -?
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Figure 10.43: Relevance feedback example.In addition to positive relevane, negative relevane feedbak must also be inluded when using relevanefeedbak to modify a query; the harateristis of douments seleted as \not relevant" an be used torestrit the type of douments returned on subsequent retrievals.
Query Development and Re-formulationMany routine queries are reformulated. Query assistane.As we noted when �rst disussing searh, users will frequently revise their queries. Fig. 10.44 illustrateshow a manual doument query reformulation might our. Other diÆulties with queries an be moreeasily solved; spelling errors in queries an be �xed by the inlusion of a ditionary program into thetext searh �eld.Query development and ontrolled voabularies.

Interfaces,
Stages of reformulating a query.

Figure 10.44: Examples of reformulating a query.

Supporting Complex QueriesComplex queries (3.2.3). Using searh histories.
10.7.3. Examining Search ResultsFollowing a searh, the user browses. Searh followed by browsing. Combine aspets of the two proesseswith a graphial interfae. These are tools whih ould be attahed to an information workspae or adoument management system.Terms in ontext. Identifying results and telling us more about them.This gets us into the more omplex task of retrieval of highly omplex searhes (3.2.2).

Document SurrogatesWhen the douments are returned, they need to be desribed by surrogates so the searher an judgewhether the douments with whih they are assoiated are relevant to the information need (3.3.3).Typially surrogates inlude metadata and brief metadata desriptions or summaries (2.5.5).
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Visualization Search Retrieval InterfacesAlthough ranked retrieval is simpler, some sophistiated users prefer Boolean retrieval proedures,beause it is easier to understand how to modify the searh, as this is part of the users' models for howthe searh engine works. We will see general visualization interfaes (11.2.5).Dupliate detetion for web page searh engine output.These interfaes do more than simply showing surrogates, they an provide interativity for rapidexploration of the result sets. In partiular for omparing di�erent attributes.The Vibe [52] interfae for browsing the return doument sets (Fig. ??). There are referene or anhorpoints among whih retrieved douments are positioned. In this example, a set of eleven douments ispositioned aross a spae generated by three terms.May perform set operations on query returns.Viewing the distribution of terms within a doument.
Categorizing Search ResultsCategorizing searh results is essentially developing a table of ontents for the results. Automatilassi�ation. Part of ategorization involves lustering doument return sets [12] (Fig. ??).Similarity within ategories.It helps to have an established metadata set.Sometimes there is a fous on individual aspets of searhing, sometimes on entire tasks. Coordinationaross windows. As noted earlier, managing the searh may be ontrasted with managing the taskompletion (3.0.0). The fous of interfae design an move from supporting word searh to full tasksupport. Desktops an be maintained with queries in progress.

10.7.4. User Issues and Interfaces for Web SearchingSearh engines have proven to be very powerful but they do not support omplex searh very e�etively
[30]. Beause the Web is so varied, pereived e�etiveness is often important for ommerial searhengines, whih depend on their ustomers believing they have done a good job. Searh behavior (3.2.3).Re-visitation.Appliations of searhing in a heterogeneous knowledge soures suh as the Web. Web site designEarlier we desribed the Web as a ommon-use hypertext, (2.6.3).Web Page Filtering. Some Web pages, may be dropped from searh engine results. This is similar tospam �ltering (10.3.2).

Interfaces for Web SearchingUnlike olletions of separate douments, Web douments are rihly linked together and it should beuseful to maintain that linking in aess. Just as we onsidered interfaes for browsing the results set ofa text retrieval interfae, we an onsider interfaes for browsing Web searhes. These are not simplyhierarhial onnetions.Providing ontext for searh hits.Visualization tools for showing searh results.Related Web pages whih are retrieved may be grouped together even beyond ranked retrieval [18]. Itpresents a hierarhial view of pages that reet the internal struture of Web sites that have pagesthat math query terms.
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10.7.5. Web-Based CollectionsUsing a searh engine to �nd hild-friendly materials.
10.7.6. Personalizing SearchPeople often repeat searhes. Problem with personal relevane.

Desktop SearchingDesktop searhing. Suh as Gmail. Personal information management (4.11.0).
10.8. Web Search Engine Business Models and PoliciesBeause searhes often reet a searher's needs, a searh engine is a good plae to advertise. This anbe done by autioning searh terms. The searh engine ompany needs to guarantee neutral rankings
(8.12.5).Searh result ordering as free speeh.Sponsored searh. Advertising ampaign. (8.12.5). SEO (8.12.5). Beause many users are led to Webpages by searh engines, some Web site designers who want their sites ranked by those searh enginesadd spurious text to Web pages that will be piked up in Web indexing proesses. This is known as\keyword spamming". A variety of tehniques have been developed. These inlude link farms.Searh results as free speeh or as a utility. Neutrality in searh engine results. Avoiding bias. Trans-parent searh ranking poliies.Searh engines presenting servie diretly rather than searh results.
10.9. Search Algorithms
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Figure 10.45: Recall that during search the user’s needs have to be coordinated with the indexing system.Represent a doument in the ontext of a olletion.Term and vetor indexing. Soial media. Linked data.Standard searh methods tend to employ exat mathing, whih returns sets of douments based onexat keyword mathes. Statistial methods, on the other hand, use various formulas to math dou-ments to a query based on statistial similarity. Perhaps surprisingly, the tehniques of natural languageunderstanding and proessing generally (10.4.2) are not as e�etive as purely statistial tehniques. Thedeision to implement a text retrieval system is not based only on e�etiveness. Many fators, suh ase�ort and ost (3.3.3) an guide system seletion.Normalization and indexing.
10.9.1. Content-Based Models: Text Retrieval via Term-Mat chingThe simplest tehniques approahes treat text retrieval as a data retrieval problem. Signi�ant wordsfrom a text are stored in a database, and douments ontaining those words are returned in response



10.9. Search Algorithms 455to a query. To return all the news stories about \California," exat term-mathing would �nd all newsstories that ontained the word \California".The inlusion of metadata searhing an inrease a searher's e�etiveness. A searh that is limitedto the words that appear in the text often have diÆulties returning pertinent results. One diÆultyis the return of spurious mathes. Using the example above, spurious returns might inlude storiesthat referened California Avenue in Washington D.C., or California University, whih, uriously, is inPennsylvania. Alternatively, when multiple terms are in the query as keywords, we say the query is\over-spei�ed". While there may be a hane that all of the seleted terms will be present in a singledoument, it is muh more likely that nothing will math the terms exatly, and no douments will beretrieved. This approah is similar to database retrieval although it may be made more eÆient withdata strutures suh as an inverted indies.The basi term-math model an be extended in several ways, suh as utilizing Boolean (3.9.2) om-binations of terms. Other ways of applying the term-math model inlude adjaeny and proximityoperators: \immediately adjaent to," \within the same sentene as," \within three words of," et.An illustration of the usefulness of these types of searhes is that a searh for the Federal Bureau ofInvestigation is quite di�erent from, and will return very di�erent results, than a searh for a \bureauof federal investigation" or the \investigation of a federal bureau". This an be a phrase searh.Simple term-mathing an be extended in several ways. These may searh various �elds of a database ora olletion's metadata and allow users to speify searh riteria for eah one. The more searh riteriathat are seleted, however, the greater are the hanes of over speifying the searh and retrieving nodouments; these are known as �elded searhes.Proximity searh.
10.9.2. Ranked Retrieval and Term Weighting with the Vector Space ModelBoth simple Term Mathing and Boolean tehniques return an unordered set of douments | anydoument that ontains a term that orresponds to the searh riteria will be retrieved, and a doumentthat ontains one instane of the term will be given the same weight as a doument that ontains �veinstanes of the term. Ranked retrieval methods attempt to rank douments aording to how wellthe system believes they would answer the user's question. Generally, these ratings are based on astatistial measure of similarity.

Representing the Corpus with a Term-by-Document MatrixAs we have seen elsewhere, the representation is the key for information systems. For the task ofsearhing douments, the representation must apture the rihness of a omplex doument in a waythat allows mathing relatively unpreditable queries. Essentially, these are distributed representationsfor the ontents of a doument or book. Problem with orthogonality assumption.Zone indexing.The Vetor Spae Model is the t-known proedure for ranked retrieval[60]. With it, both the query anddouments are represented as vetors. This is also known as a \bag of words," sine the order of thewords is disarded. This algorithm does not preserve our intuitions about natural language very well,but it is the most robust tehnique.Taken together, the set of vetors from the douments in a olletion form a \term-by-doument matrix"Fig. 10.46 shows a hypothetial term-by-doument matrix for a doument olletion | suh matriesfor atual olletions may inlude thousands of douments and terms. This is a representation of theolletion (1.1.2).
Matching Queries to DocumentsThe details of the alulations for the Vetor Spae Model are given in ( A.6.3). Suppose that we wantedto �nd douments that mathed a query \automobile tires". When there are several terms in the query
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Document Query

Term D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 Q1

boat 1 2 0 0 1 0 0
boats 3 0 7 0 0 0 0
sailing 4 1 1 0 1 0 0
water 2 5 3 0 0 0 0
car 0 1 0 0 6 2 0
automobile 0 0 0 4 0 5 0
truck 1 0 0 1 3 0 1
tires 0 0 0 4 0 2 1

Figure 10.46: The term-by-document matrix is one way of representing the documents in a collection. Each
document is a vector and the query “automobile tires" is also represented as a vector. The query vector is compared
to each of the documents for the match. The match would be D4.and di�erent frequenies for eah of those terms in the doument, it is neessary to determine how toweight the terms in the doument to best math the terms in the query. Two partiularly e�etiveweight-determining equations are the term-frequeny (tf) and the inverse doument frequeny (df).Eq. 10.2 shows tf and is illustrated in Fig. 10.47. Fig. 10.48 shows df . Eq. 10.3. These atually arealulated as tf

df
the inverse of doument frequeny, 1

df
= idf is usually written as tf ·idf . A ompletealulation of tf ·idf is given in  A.6.3.

tfsimple =
number of times the term appears in the document

total number of terms in the document
=

td
Td

(10.2)

Figure 10.47: A document should be more likely to be returned in response to query terms if contains several
occurrences of a query term (right) than if it contains only one (left).

dfsimple =
number of documents with the term

number of documents in the collection
=

Dt

D
(10.3)

Figure 10.48: A document should be more likely to be retrieved in response to a query term if that query term
(indicated by a short dash) occurs in only a small number of documents (left) than if it appears in many documents
(right).There are many extensions and variations of the Vetor Spae Model ((se:additionaltextretrieval)). Inaddition, tehniques related to the Vetor Spae Model are useful for retrieval of other types of ontentsuh as olor mathing in images. mathing notes in musi ((se:audiovetors)), and for olletionseletion. Preision and reall (3.3.3) an also be used as metris for the e�etiveness of an indexingalgorithm { suh as the vetor spae model { to math a user's queries



10.9. Search Algorithms 457These measures an also evaluate the performane of a similarity-based ranked retrieval engine. Theyare usually inversely related: as more douments are retrieved, fewer of them are likely to be relevant(Fig. 10.49). People are not very good judges of the number of relevant douments in a olletion andthe performane of a related system in retrieving them [13].
Total documents in collection 100 100 100

Number relevant in collection 20 20 20

Number retrieved 10 30 60

Number relevant and retrieved 5 10 15

Precision 0.50 0.33 0.25

Recall 0.25 0.50 0.75

Figure 10.49: Example calculations for precision and recall when retrieving 10, 30, and 60 documents. Usually as
more documents are retrieved, the precision decreases and the recall increases.

10.9.3. Statistical Representations Beyond the Vector Spa ce Model
Retrieval Based on Probability rather than SimilarityProbability rather than similarity. The most e�etive models for searh engines are statistial. Beausemodels suh as the Vetor Spae Model are based on the statistis of words in douments, it is worthonsidering the properties of language. As might be expeted, the word \the" is the most ommonword in the English language. Conduting a searh for that word mathes too many douments.The idf value is another way to desribe the frequenies of terms in a set of douments. While we'veshown that the most ommon words in a language an be useful for text retrieval, the idf value uses theleast ommon words for the same purpose. People generally express themselves using only relativelysmall set of words, and these words tend to be similar from person to person. Therefore, these wordsare used in the ontext of a wide range of di�erent types of douments, and are thus not very spei�.The idf value uses the least ommon words to identify relevant douments under the idea that the lessommon they are, the more spei� they will be.Zipf's Law ( A.10.2). For instane, this an optimize index ompression. Derived from least e�ort [?℄.Ideally, retrieval systems would be based upon a model of the properties of natural language. Mostof these models, however, would depend on the struture of the training orpus. Di�erent disiplinesuse di�erent writing and ommuniation styles and, to an extent, a di�erent voabulary. Auratedoument retrieval is thus based on language models of the type being used in retrieval that auratelyestablished the frequenies of word ourrenes and o-ourrenes. This requires a large and spei�training orpus for the results. The text-proessing priniples used for most systems are derived fromstatistial measures of the language of these orpora.Distributional semantis.Various analyses have shown that words in the middle frequenies are the most preditive and useful fortext retrieval. Furthermore, within these useful words, two di�erent kinds of words may be identi�ed:\funtion words" and \ontent words" (Fig. ??). These roughly trak to the di�erent funtions thatverbs and nouns play in a sentene. Poisson-distribution.Another method for utilizing statistial information for text retrieval generates statistial oneptspaes. These de�ne the semanti relationships between onepts for a given orpus. Then, theserelationships are used in onjuntion with standard statistial analyses to produe more aurate re-trieval results.
Language Models
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Topic ModelsLDA.
10.9.4. Search Based on Machine LearningMany queries are regularly repeated. Searh engines from massive data sets and mahine learningrather than from the traditional analysis of text. So many searhes are repeated and it's possible toollet large numbers of searhes. How many people are asking the same question.Algorithms for learning. Mahine learning ( A.11.0). Spell orretions (10.4.1).Rank position.SVM and learning similarity.Humans in the loop for high-frequeny searhes.
10.9.5. Indexing and Searching the WebThe Web is a partiularly haoti environment ompared with organized doument olletions. Themost ommon appliation of text retrieval is Web searh engines. The Web seems to enourage keepingmultiple versions of a doument on di�erent servers. Here we fous on text searh engines, but manyof the priniples also apply to multimedia Web searh engines. Manage several omponents: index,retrieval. The Web is a ommon-use hypertext environment (2.6.3).Semanti information added expliitly to web pages. Shema.org and mirodata elements for indexingthe web.
10.10. Characterizing and Indexing the Web
10.10.1. Dynamic Content on the WebSome Web pages are frequently updated. Some pages hange a lot but others do not. Simil Staying ona page. Words on a page that are unique to a page. Curated Web pages and analogous issues addressedin the arhival literature (??). Changes within pages. Indeed, some types of pages are expeted tohange. Fig. 10.50. Expeted hanges versus unexpeted hanges. For instane, breaking news (8.13.7).Preservation of hanging web sites.

Figure 10.50: Two examples of term-longevity graphs (from[21]). (check permission)

10.10.2. Crawling and Indexing the WebBeause the Web has no systemati overall organization, searh engines often are the most pratialway to �nd pages. The mahine index of Web pages used by a searh engine is usually reated by aWeb \robot" or \rawler," whih follows engine links to visit as many pages as possible. Pik a pageand explore all links from there. Dynami web (10.10.1).Web haraterization (2.6.3).The Web is frequently updated. \Link rot" ours when a Web page hanges its loation so it no longerlinks to it are no longer aurate.



10.10. Characterizing and Indexing the Web 459A seond problem is that some ontent is frequently repeated on many Web sites. Redundany.Targeted Web searh. Fous on those pages whih are most promising.The software that generates these pages is known as a \robot" and the proess is sometimes alled\spidering" ar ?rawling?. Many pages are not indexed | the robots annot get by passwords or imagemaps. Furthermore, Web pages an also be marked \robot exlusion" meta tags to request that thepages not be indexed.
<META NAME=“ROBOTS” CONTENT=“NOINDEX, NOFOLLOW”>Crawling poliy. There are many databases whose ontents annot be searhed by Web robots. Thismay be beause of seurity or simply beause the Web pages are generated dynamially. This ontentis alled the \deep Web". In some ases, appropriate responses to the database query an be inferredfrom the page.Dupliate detetion.

Measuring Web TrafficMost visited sites. This is an issue for searh advertising.
Characteristics of Web QueriesBeause the Web is so broad, and it has so many di�erent resoures, Web queries are very broad. (3.2.3).e to explain why a speialized database wouldSearh tools when there are ambiguous query terms.One strategy for proessing queries would be to ategorize them. For instane, whether a user issearhing for a doument or an Internet servie. Web queries are often quite broad. 1) apple, peah,kiwi 2) Mosow. How might you ategorize eah of these queries? What would be the optimal responseby an information system? A user may be trying to �nd not just a doument, but a servie as well.Perhaps not surprisingly, the most frequent searhes deal with entertainment and sex.Types of Web searhes [24][58] with di�erent information needs.
Using Web Page Links as an Indication of SimilarityWeb ommunities are powerful preditors of assoiation (2.6.3). The Web has aspets of both olletionsand hypertext. With most searh algorithms, only the text of the doument itself ontributes tothe likelihood of a doument being retrieved. We identify many types of links between Web pages anindiate the similarity among them. E�etively, this is a priniple of soial retrieval. This is omparableto itation analysis (9.1.2). If the entral node has links from other important nodes, it should aquire ahigh value (Fig. 10.51). The PageRank algorithm [?℄ provides a mathematial solution for this problem

( A.6.5). This type of analysis is also useful for building \family-friendly" indexes sine adult-only sitesoften link to eah other and these an be �ltered out.Relationship of journal impat (9.1.3) to PageRank.In the ontext of a doument struture. Path queries.Using soial networks to �nd assoiations (5.1.0).
Indexing Large CollectionsBeause the Web has so many douments and beause there are so many hits on searh engines, searhproedures must be very eÆient. Indeed, several shortuts may be taken. The retrieval algorithms arenot neessarily used. Web arhives (7.5.5). Distributed data enters ((se:dataenters)).Web pages hange frequently whih if di�erent from typial douments.
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Figure 10.51: The PageRank algorithm includes the link structure in determining search hits. The Major-League
Baseball site might be a good match for a query on “baseball” because it is centrally located among many other
sites such as the names of individual teams (Pirates, Brewers, Angels). (redraw)Furthermore, the results should be mathed with the needs of real users. Many queries on Web serversare repetitive. The same user may simply repeat a query, or several users may be interested in thesame thing. For ommon queries, the results may be saved in a ahe so they an be retrieved later;these responses an even be hand-tuned ( A.14.2).Dupliate detetion.EÆieny of building an index for very large olletions. Often aross several mahines.

Real-Time IndexingIndexing Tweets.
Tweet examples.

Figure 10.52: TweetsUpdating searh engine results. Global data enters (7.7.3).
10.11. Beyond Basic Search AlgorithmsText retrieval has proven so useful that we an extend it in a broad range of ontent types. Soialnetworks (5.1.0). Reommendation systems (5.5.5). Knowing more about searher's ontext. Semantisearh.

User Context and SearchUsing loation and ontext to determine searher intent.
10.11.1. Social SearchMerging searhes, and soial media.Use of ontext based on friend's interests. (5.1.4).For what items do you value your friend's opinions. This shares some aspets of a reommendationsystem ((se:reommendation)).

Finding People and Extracting InformationRepresentations of people. Soial pereption (5.5.2). Finding people with similar interests. Blogs,Twitter, Faebook. Dating. This is a slightly di�erene sense of soial searh than we enounter before
(3.3.2).

Finding People with ExpertiseSometimes when we annot �nd the answer to a question, we an �nd a person who might be able toanswer that question. People are very helpful at providing information. People �nders help to loatepeople with spei� attributes (5.1.3). Knowledge management and organization harts. One simple



10.11. Beyond Basic Search Algorithms 461approah ould be to enumerate all the attributes and attempt to desribe these simple databaselistings with a ontrolled voabulary. True expertise versus laims of expertise.Representing expertise. Expertise for di�erent topis (3.7.1). Multiple dimensions of expertise. You mayneed to �nd somebody who speaks Urdu or somebody who knows how to build a house. Expertisenetwork as a soial network ( A.3.5) or ommunity of pratie (5.8.2).You ould searh for your human expert in muh the same way you would searh for a doument[36]. Aswith other information searh tasks, representation is an issue here. The expert needs to be identi�ablein the same way a doument might be; that is, the expert's redentials would be represented in textand retrieved by a searh.Privay issues in people searh.Information \logistis". Getting ritial information to an analyst.
Organization Roles and StructureAs we have observed earlier. Consider all the information artifats that an organization generates.Could we sift this to for a view of the organization. This is an aspet of enterprise ontent management

(7.3.6) and text mining.Intranet searhing.Personal information servies (4.11.2). Soial �ltering (5.5.5). Email tasks (10.3.2). Email an be verymessy.Beyond simple douments to heterogeneous sets of materials.Finding people's home pages.Privay onerns.Summarizing email.Fig. 10.53 shows empirially derived soial network with a path�nder network.

Figure 10.53: Social network derived from a set of email messages[71].Argumentation pro and on.Getting away from the traditional view of douments.Interation in virtual and loosely strutured organizations (5.7.3).Using evidene about what kind of searhes other people are doing and what sort of seletions theymaking from those searhes.
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10.11.2. Processing News and Other Content StreamsA lot of ontent evolves aross time. Text streams. real time.News, enterprise searh, a�etive materials.How should time be weighted as a fator in interative information systems?Lipstik on a pig (5.1.3).Soial uration and media aggregators whih selet ontent from media streams suh as blogs.
Processing NewsNews (8.13.7). Provides a hallenge for text proessing. Newsblaster and summarization (10.6.2). Tem-poral summaries.Change detetion.Citation analysis whih we disussed earlier (9.1.2) an also be thought of as looking at streaming ontent.News is an almost ontinuous stream of information. Imagine trying to trak a news story from dayto day in a newspaper. There are often new wrinkles and even stories that split o� to form other newsstories. Some question whether a \topi" is a distint entity. We would like to group events to identifythe story. It is basially a luster analysis to show whether a doument falls into an old luster or anew one.Content streams are partiularly hallenging beause the ontent hanges frequently. This makes itdiÆult to alulate the tf ∗ idf formula. News may develop on unpreditable topis from many soures,so topi detetion is important for broadast news servies (10.11.2).Judging relevane of news stories adds the dimension of reeny to the user's interest.News versus newspapers. Newspapers have more than formal news. In fat, a newspaper has a omplexolletion of ontent suh as lassi�ed advertising, sports sores, and weather reports.Video news.Ranking these might inlude weighting the artiles by reeny. Artiles for newspaper will be lustered.
Sentiment and Buzz AnalysisPubli opinion (8.4.3). Beause the Web is now so interative, news items and trends are widely disussedonline. Chek soial media sites.Information sharing in virtual environments.Blogs.

Blog QuoteText analysis of blogs. Determining what makes a positive review of negative review �nding a�etivetone { instane in musi reviews. Epidemis and the spread of information. This is a type of informationdi�usion.Many domains: from produt reviews.Counting polarity. Polarity lassi�ation. DiÆulty of using single words. \I think that is a spetaularidea..."



10.11. Beyond Basic Search Algorithms 463Many blogs are full of grandstanding and gamesmanship and this has to be unwound before anyvalid analysis an be onduted. True identify is often unknown (5.5.1). As a ommunity norm, blogontributors an be anonymous exept when then have a vested interest in the laims made in the blog.The latter are known as sok-puppets. Blogs anonymous authors. Blogs and information overload.Cultural and population e�ets. (Fig. 10.54) [70]. Google Trends. Correlated with news.Using searh terms to make preditions. Even to the point of basing stok market trades on sentiment
[41].

Figure 10.54: Searches on google.com from the “World Trade Center” during September 11, 2001[70]. Note that the
attack there was just after 9AM ET (6AM PT). (check permission)Buzz analytis. Opinion words (10.5.3). Sentiment ow. Sentiment ombined with disussion of aspets.

Figure 10.55: Web ratings.Monitoring the e�ets of advertising with searh engines.Deteting agreement in onversational. (6.4.0).
Detecting Misinformation and Deception in LanguageDeeption (5.3.3). Deeption in voie.

10.11.3. RDF SearchSearhing XML triples and RDF. Mixing RDF and semanti web, Inorporating struture into searh.
10.11.4. Personalized and Social SearchPersonalized searh is a speial ase of soial searh. Representation of personal interests. Personalizedseletion of news artiles. Many under-spei�ed searh terms.Combine reommender systems and soial searh with page rank to make preditions for every indi-vidual on the web about their searh topis.
10.11.5. Specialized SearchSearh for spei� ategories of items suh as searh for personal names. We expet the order to beimportant.
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Figure 10.56: Family search.Searh engines whih return responses �tting a ertain religious or ultural sensibility.

10.12. Automated Question AnsweringQuestions are the natural way we use language in soial interation to get information. Questionsare di�erent from queries, in that a query is proessed by seleting the words in it, and a question isanswered based on the totality of the question's meaning. Doument management. Information needsare often formulated as questions (3.2.1). Question answering is a step toward more omplex interation,suh as verbal dialog systems (11.10.4) and tutoring systems (5.11.3). Answering omplex questions oftenleads to explanations (6.3.4).Question answering by referene servies (3.3.2). Determining what the user really wants (3.2.1). Whatmakes a good answer [39].Question Categorization. As we disussed for referene interviews, ategorizing questions is a useful�rst step in answering them. Earlier, we had desribed a ategory system used for referene interviews
(3.3.0).For fatual questions, the most obvious ategory sheme is the familiar journalisti questions. Simple\who," \what," \where," \when," and \how" questions are fairly stylized and an, sometimes, beproessed automatially.This generally ours by generating a query from a question. The question \Who is the Queen ofSweden?" might generate the key words \who," \queen," and \Sweden". From that, the system wouldhave a formalized, yet aurate, aounting of what the question sought. Another simple approah,only funtional in partiular information areas, is to pre-store answers to ommon questions.Using Information Extration for Generating Answers. Creating an index with information extration.Extrat responses from fat networks (2.2.2, 10.5.0). A quality information resoure is needed.Closed domain versus open domain. Domain-spei� question answering questions. Easier for spei�questions.Fat-based questions are the only pratial type whih an be answered.Soure of the data with whih to answer the questions. Mining information from the Web.A question answering system an use parsing to determine question omponents whih ould then beproessed with by deomposing the struture of the query (3.3.1). Suh a system's �rst step wouldbe to analyze the question and identify the type of query with simple natural language proessing,whih involves grammar parsing and ontologies (2.2.2). The system would then need to searh forthe appropriate information in existing douments or other soures and pull that information fromthe soures using information extration and data mining; Mathing questions to questions that havealready been answered by human beings.These tehniques are disussed in the following setion. Then the information would need to be pre-sented bak to the questioner in an understandable manner. Information presentation is a ompliatedtask; a system must be able to determine what information is pertinent to the questions, how to
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Figure 10.57: Watson is a system from IBM [?] which plays the game of Jeopardy. It is good at handling the
ambiguities of natural language but is still does not approach human beings for unconstrained natural language
interaction. (recapture)(check permission)

“Married President Washington”.

Figure 10.58: Finding answers with approximate queries followed by information extraction.paraphrase ompliated information, and how to normalize onepts so that they are not repeatedthroughout the presentation. Eah of these requirements presents unique hallenges.Automated answering systems should eventually move beyond simply retrieving douments to synthe-sizing atual answers to questions. This is diÆult, as it requires more natural language proessing. Aswe noted earlier, a question answering system may involve the presentation of bakground information;indeed, it an begin to approximate a tutoring system (5.11.3) and it an organize that information in away that is omprehensible for the end-user.Query splitting [5]. Transforming questions to delarative form and then submit to a searh engine.Result aggregation.Information fusion from several douments. The job of the QA system is to generatea foused natural language response and not a doument.
10.13. Translation and Cross-Language ProcessingLanguage barriers are some of the greatest diÆulties in human ommuniation. Translation ombinesaspets of language reognition and generation. There are lots of di�erenes between languages. Pro-essing di�erent alphabets possess some hallenges but that is only the beginning. Transliteration isexpressing one language using the alphabet of another.Voie translation followed by synthesis in your voie in a seond language.Foreign language reading and writing aid.Language segmentation suh as Chinese. Culture di�erenes (5.9.1) are not always readily explainableso it is more diÆult to handle and ross-ultural proessing.
10.13.1. TranslationAs with other text proessing tasks, there is a gradation from light-weight methods to rih-text proess-ing (4.3.4). This simplest strategy would be to translate one word at a time. However, this word-by-wordtranslation would be very poor quality. The diÆulty of word-by-word translation. More diÆult thanthe translation of terms of linguisti struture is the translation of ultural sensibilities (5.8.2). Forexample \Step up to the plate". Cultural interpretation. Crowdsouring translation.Translating idiomati phrases an ause a great deal of onfusion. The English phrase \art theft"translates into Frenh as the idiomati phrase \xx"; when re-translated into English, it beomes \ight
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Figure 10.59: The Rosetta Stone provided the key for decoding the meaning of Egyptian hieroglyphics because it
used three different scripts (hieroglyphic, demotic, and Greek) to display the same text in two different languages
(Egyptian and Greek), thus providing a reference point between the tongues. (check permission)

Korean - Interlingua -

-French

-Arabic

-Urdu

-Tagalog

Figure 10.60: An interlingua is a common semantic representation that is independent of languages. It could be
useful for translation between languages.

Figure 10.61: Meedan Arabic-English (human) translation blog. (check permission)of art".Translation from one language to another strethes the apabilities of language proessing. Domain-spei� translation is easier than general purpose translation. Domain ustomization. Tailoring tomany languages.Translation of poetry. DiÆulty of �nding rhyming. Even aside from poetry, a lot of language ismetaphor and metaphor is partiularly diÆult to translate.Multilingual hat servie.
InterlinguaAs with other types of language proessing simple methods are often adequate for translation. Thesimplest approah is surfae translation. A lexion an be helpful in onneting onepts. We do notwant to just translate a word, we want to get at the orret sense of that word. A word many translateinto a phrase or vie versa; one should aim at an alignment between texts in di�erent languages. An



10.13. Translation and Cross-Language Processing 467\interlingua" is a ommon underlying semanti representation whih an then be used to generate textin other languages (6.2.3).There are di�erent qualities of translations. A translation may simply provide the gist of a passageor the details of a weather foreast, while the translation of a poem may itself attempt to be poeti.Several dimensions for measuring the quality of a translation are shown in Fig. 10.62. This an be usedas a riterion for improving the performane of an automati translation system.
Factor Description/Example

Adequacy Are the semantics conveyed?

Grammar Is it grammatical?

Idioms Are idioms used correctly?

Fluency Is it easy to read (speak)?

Style Is it elegant?

Figure 10.62: Criteria for effective translation[53].Text-to-text. Speeh-to-text. Speeh-to-speeh.Multilingual blogging. Multilingual hat.
Machine Learning for TranslationParallel orpora. Mahine learning ( A.11.0).Wh-questions (i.e., what, where, when, why, how). Fat extration (10.5.3). Word alignment. Probabil-ities of word senses.Get some referene translations and use them to alulate simple statistis. We ould use prei-sion/reall (3.3.3) as overlap measure. Long, ontinuous word strings are good.Use probabilities of di�erent word-sense translations.Alignment of parallel orpora.

10.13.2. Cross-Language Text Document RetrievalSometimes, we may want to searh a set of douments in a language with whih we are not familiar.This is another variation of information retrieval. Sometimes the term is not available. Some tasks aremulti-lingual; searhers may want to know of the existene of relevant douments in foreign languages.Thus, searhes may ross languages (Fig. 10.63).
Query

Language1

? -
Query

Language2
Documents
Language2

Query

Language1
- Documents

Language1

6

Documents
Language2

Figure 10.63: Two models for cross-language document retrieval. Translating the query or the document. It may be
better to do both and combine the results from the two approaches.Suppose an Arabi-speaking searher wanted to pose a query to an arhive of English-language dou-ments. There are two general strategies: the query an be translated from Arabi to English, or theorpus an be translated from English to Frenh. Clearly, it is easier to translate the query than totranslate the entire orpus, but beause the queries are generally short, a poor translation ould havea serious negative e�et on retrieval. A uni�ed representation of the orpus (e.g., LSI) is needed, as isnormalization of language. It may be most diret to translate between languages and then do retrieval.



468 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13As we have noted earlier suh ategorization in integral to a ulture's identity. Traditional monolingualretrieval provides a benhmark against whih ross-language retrieval an be measured. It is worthnoting, that in some ases, the onepts themselves are di�erent in di�erent languages (5.8.2). A ross-language thesaurus link attempts to link onepts aross languages (Fig. 10.64). As with other thesauri
(2.2.2), this an be useful for term expansion. Apply query expansion (10.7.2) for both queries anddouments. In addition to simple ross-language issues, ross-ultural fators must be taken intoaount. Thesauri an be useful for omparing similarity or oneptual strutures aross languages.Apply ross language frame semantis. Cross-language FrameNet (6.2.3).

English German

simian Affe
monkey -
ape Menschenaffe

timepiece Uhr
clock -
wall clock Wanduhr
standing clock Standuhr
tower clock Turmuhr

watch -
pocket watch Taschenuhr
wrist watch Armbanduhr

Figure 10.64: Some examples from a German-English cross-language thesaurus. For some English terms such as
“monkey” there is no analogous term in German. In other cases (e.g., “clock” and “watch”) there are no single-word
translations from English to German; rather, adjective phrases are needed to translate them (adapted from[64]).
(check permission)

Exercises
Short Definitions:

Adjacency operator

Alerting service

Click-through

Cognitive organizer

Copy-detection

Deep Web

Dialog

Document surrogate

Emoticon

Fielded search

Grapheme

Hubs and authorities

Ideogram

Image extraction

Intranet

Information extraction

Lexicon

MathML

Meta-search

Orthography

Parsing

Path queries

People finders

Plagiarism

Primary source

Proximity operator (search)

Question answering

Ranked retrieval

Relevance feedback

Streaming content

Term-by-document matrix

Vector space model

Word sense disambiguation

Review Questions:
1. Describe the writing system for (a) Arabic, (b) Farsi, and (c) Vietnamese. (10.1.1)

2. Is this sentence written in a serif or a sans-serif font? (10.1.1)

3. Give the ASCII and Unicode values for the word “media”. (10.1.1)

4. List some skills required to be a proficient reader. (10.2.0)

5. Give some examples of “shallow” and “deep” methods for natural language processing. (10.4.0)

6. Calculate the edit distance between DIMENSION and DINEMSION. (10.4.1)

7. Describe the usefulness of ranked text document retrieval methods. (10.9.0)

8. Explain the steps by which a Web is created and then used. (10.7.4)

9. How would you mine an email archive to identify and find people with interests similar to your own. (10.11.1)

Short-Essays and Hand-Worked Problems:
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1. a) Research and describe in a paragraph how Arabic writing is presented in Unicode.
b) Create page of Arabic characters from Unicode on your laser printer. (10.1.1)

2. Some people have bemoaned the fact that reading will be less important as interactive multimedia systems become more
common. Handwriting letters is much less common now that people can communicate by telephone and email Do you
think there is a connection between literacy and intelligence? Justify your answer. (10.2.2)

3. Why is linear presentation of text often easier to understand than a hypertext like presentation? (2.6.0, 10.2.4)

4. Get the cooperation of a friend and watch his/her eyes as they read a page of text. About how many times do their eyes
stop? Describe a cognitive model of readability based on these observations. How is this related to the number of lines
on the page? (10.2.4)

5. One simple measure of readability might be based the average length of words. Describe some other simple measures.
How could you validate these measures? (10.3.1)

6. Calculate reading ease score for the sentence “The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog”. (10.3.1)

7. Estimate how many words are written by the world’s population in a day. Justify your estimate. (10.3.1)

8. Give an example of how people adapt their communication to the capabilities of the communication channels. (10.3.2)

9. Calculate the edit distance between “apple” and “able”. (10.4.1)

10. Sketch parse trees for the following sentences (10.4.2,  A.5.4)

a. The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.
b. Surely sweet Susan sells sea shells by the sea shore.
c. Buffalo buffalo buffalo Buffalo buffalo. (Hint: Buffalo is a city, a verb, and an animal.)

11. Develop rules for text categorization of news stories dealing with the wheat crop harvest. (10.6.1)

12. Choose two Web search engines and compare their search results for several terms. How do you explain the differences?
(10.7.4)

13. Are databases search engines? (3.9.0, 10.7.4)

14. How is Web searching similar to or different from a conversation with another person? (6.4.0, 10.7.4)

15. Describe some ways that document structure could support retrieval? ((sec:structure), 10.9.0)

16. When is a controlled vocabulary (such as a thesaurus) better than full text descriptions for retrieving information
resources? (2.2.2, 10.9.0)

17. Distinguish between text retrieval and text data mining. (10.5.0, 10.9.0)

18. Explain the advantages and limitations of “proximity search”. (10.9.1)

19. What is the ordering for a set of relevant documents? (10.9.2):

Total in collection 100 100 100

Relevant in collection 20 20 20

Number Retrieved 10 30 60

Relevant and Retrieved 4 7 9

Precision

Recall

20. Identify and describe the differences between two representations for text retrieval systems. (10.9.2)

21. Evaluate a Web search engine on several dimensions such as the interface and the accuracy. (10.9.5)

22. Explain the relationship between hubs, authorities, and the PageRank algorithm. (10.10.2)

23. When searching an index for a set of query terms that appear in a document set, why is it helpful to make the least
frequent term in the set, the fist one to be searched? (10.10.2)

24. Classify the following questions according to the taxonomy in Fig. 3.8 (10.12.0)

a.
b.

25. In what way might the widespread use of English on the Web represent a network effect? (8.7.2, 10.13.0)

26. Give some examples of shallow methods for text processing (10.13.1)

27. Explain the distinction between shallow and deep linguistic processing methods for machine translation.(10.4.0,10.13.1)

28. Describe examples of algorithmic processing and statistical methods for text processing. Contrast the advantages and
disadvantages these two approaches. (10.13.1)

Practicum:
1. Text processing.

Going Beyond:
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1. Use a scanner to create a bmp file from a text document. Write programs to (a) distinguish lines of text from images
and (b) Identify the title page. (10.1.5)

2. Develop a program to do table extraction from a bmp file. (10.1.6)

3. For people, what is the connection between ability in reading and ability in conversation. (6.4.0, 10.2.0)

4. Develop models for (a) reading and (b) writing that are consistent with limitations of cognitive processes we have
discussed. ((sec:cognitiveprocessing), 10.2.0)

5. Build a filter for blocking articles having to do with automobiles from being displayed on a Web browser. (10.3.2)

6. Should we rely on Wikipedia for accurate information? (10.3.2)

7. Develop parse trees for the following sentences (10.4.2,  A.5.4)

a.
b.
c.

8. Write a program to categorize news articles. (10.6.1)

9. Evaluate the usability of a legal search service. (7.10.2, 10.9.0)

10. Obtain a freeware search engine from the Web. Install it. Test it. (10.9.5)

11. If you were developing a Web robot to create an index on a specific topic, what would do to focus the search? (10.9.5)

12. If we ever develop effective question-answering systems; would people still use search engines? (10.9.5, 10.12.0)

13. Are there some types questions that a question-answering system should leave to a human being? Give some examples.
Could this automatically determined? (10.12.0)

14. How are text similarity matching algorithms similar to copy detection algorithms? (8.2.5, 10.13.1)

15. Develop a system that determines the language in which a Web page is written. (10.13.1)

16. Given the variation of concepts across languages, is it ever possible to get an exact translation from one language to
another? (10.13.1)

Teaching Notes
Objectives and Skills: The student will understand the basic components of a search engine as well as basic techniques
for processing natural language.

Instructor Strategies: Some sections such as 10.6.1 are fairly specialized and may be dropped for some students.
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